Integral blinds provide privacy and light control with ultimate convenience. You never have to dust the blinds because they are sealed between tempered safety glass.

To ensure years of smooth, easy operation of your blinds, follow these simple instructions:

- Slide the operator up and down to position the blind to the desired height. If your blinds have a separate tilt control (at the top of the blind), slide it sideways to tilt the slats to the desired angle. If your blinds have a single operator, tilt the blind by slightly sliding the operator up or down.

- For ease of operation, ensure the glass surface is clean. Dirty glass can impede operator movement, thus requiring more force to operate the blinds.

- The blind raises and lowers through use of magnets. If the operator comes loose from the glass so that you are unable to operate the blind, it means the operator magnets have become disengaged. If your operator becomes disengaged, it’s easy to correct - just slide the operator all the way to the top of the unit to re-engage it (see diagrams).

1. Slide the operator past the half-engagement point; you’ll hear/feel one click (diagram A).

2. Continue sliding the operator to the very top for full engagement; you’ll hear/feel a second click (diagram B).

Important: You must slide the operator to the very top (two clicks) to re-engage the magnets.

- If blind bottom rail becomes out-of-level, raise the blinds to the fully open position and then fully lower them. Repeat if necessary. The blinds will adjust themselves back to level.